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Abstract 
A non-symmetric 2-(v, k, 2) design D is said to be nearly triply regular (NTR) if there 
are positive integers /~, v~ and v 2 with v~ > v 2 such that (i) I~ c~ fll is 0 or /~, for any two 
distinct blocks of D (that is, D is quasi-symmetric) and (ii) let n f ln  71 is 0, v t or v 2, for any 
three distinct blocks ct, fl, 7 of D. If these conditions hold with v~ = v2, we say that D is triply 
regular (TR). 
All non-trivial non-symmetric designs with 2 = 1, and all quasi-symmetric designs with 2 = 2 
are TR. The design of points and hyperplanes of the affine geometry AG(n,q), n >/3, is NTR 
and AG(2,q) is TR. 
We show that the design of points and hyperplanes of AG(3,q) is characterized by its 
parameters a an NTR design. Also, several ' ocal parameters' of an NTR design are derived; for 
blocks ct, fl with I~n/~l=/~, we compute the numbers of blocks y~ct,  fl such that 
[~f lc~7 l  = v i (Ci), or let c~ y[ = [tiny[ = p (Col), or I~nvl -- p, I~nVl = 0 (Co2) and show 
that these parameters are independent of ct, ft. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we extend the concept of near triple regularity to non-symmetr ic  
designs. The concepts of triple regularity and near triple regularity were first introduc- 
ed for Hadamard  tournaments by Herzog and Reid [4] and then later appl ied to 
symmetric designs by Ito and Raposa [6]. 
A t-design, or t-(v, k, 2) design D = (P, B) consists of a set P of v points and a set B of 
k-element subsets of P, called blocks, such that every t-element subset of P is 
contained in exactly 2 blocks. A design D is called symmetric if it has exactly t" blocks 
and is non-symmetric otherwise. 
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Let D = (P, B) be a non-symmetric 2-design. Suppose there exist positive integers/~, 
vl and v2 such that 
{~ forany 2distinct blocks~,f lEB (i) I~n/~l = (o 
(ii) I~n/~n~l - -  vl for any 3 distinct blocks ~,B,~,eB 
1; 2 
where # 1> vl /> v2 > 0. 
Then we say that D is triply regular (TR) if vl = v2 = v and nearly triply regular 
(NTR) if vx > v2. 
We note that a design satisfying (i) is called quasi-symmetric in [2]. Quasi-symmetric 
designs have been well studied recently, see for example [1, 8-11]. We found that the 
above definition seems to be the natural extension of the symmetric case wherein we 
call a symmetric 2-(v, k, 2) design D nearly triply regular (NTR) if there exist 2 non- 
negative integers/t and v such that for any 3 distinct blocks ct, fl and ~, 
,~nf lnT ,  = {~ where 2 >~/~ > v ~> 0. 
If/~ = v, then the symmetric design D is said to be triply regular. The concept of near 
triple regularity for symmetric designs is the dual of what Cameron [2] called quasi-3 
designs. 
We cite some examples of non-symmetric NTR and TR designs. 
Example 1. All non-trivial non-symmetric designs with A = 1 are triply regular with 
#=v=l .  
Example 2. Quasi-symmetric designs with 2 = 2 are triply regular with v = 1 and 
/~>~2. 
Example 3. Let V be a vector space of dimension n >/2 over GF(q). Let 
AG(n, q) = (P, B) where P is the set of points of the vector space V and B is the set of 
affine hyperplanes of V (i.e. all cosets of subspaces of dimension  - 1). Then AG(n, q) 
is a non-symmetric 2-(q", q"-1, (q,-1 _ 1)/(q - 1)) design which is NTR if n/> 3 and 
TR if n = 2 where 
[O~fll={Oqn_2 forany 2 distinct blocks at, f l eB  
and if n >/3, 
[ c tn f lnT[=I~ ~2 3 for any 3 distinct blocks ~,flaB 
lq 
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while if n = 2, then 
[~nEnT '  = {01 for any 3 distinct blocks ct, E, 7 e B. 
The proofs that the above examples are either TR or NTR are given in Section 3. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate some properties of non-symmetric NTR 
designs. Our main result, Theorem 2, is a characterization f AG(3, q) by its para- 
meters v,k,2,1~,vl, v2 as an NTR design. This characteristic s similar in spirit to 
several characterizations of quasi-symmetric designs by Sane and Shrikhande [9]. 
We derive some new parameters for non-symmetric NTR designs in terms of 
v, k, 2, #, vl, 12  in Section 2 and prove Theorem 2 in Section 4. 
As an offshoot of our investigations of non-symmetric NTR designs, some ques- 
tions arise. Apart from the NTR design given in Example 4 in Section 3, the only 
known examples of non-symmetric NTR designs with 2 > 2, are the finite affine 
geometries. The authors would be pleased to learn of the existence of any others. Also 
we ask: are the designs AG(n, q), n/> 4, characterized by their parameters as NTR 
designs. 
2. Parameters 
The aim of this section is to show that a non-symmetric NTR design has certain 
extra regularity properties implied by the near triple regularity condition. We first give 
the cardinality/~, ofthe non-trivial intersection of any 2 distinct blocks in terms of r, k 
and 2 in Lemma 1. 
The recent monograph of Shrikhande and Sane [11] on quasi-symmetric designs 
exploits this relation on the parameters in several other investigations of such designs. 
Lemma 1. Let D = (P,B) be a quasi-symmetric design with Is n El = 0 or #,for  any 
2 distinct blocks ct, E ~ B. Then 
O. -  lt(k - l) 
/~-  + 1. (2.1) 
r -1  
Proof. Fix ~ ~ B and let x e ~. Counting {(E, y)l I ~t n E I = p, x # y, x, y e ~ n E} we get 
(2 -  1)(k- 1)= ( r -  1)(/~- 1) (2.2) 
and so, (2.1) holds. [] 
We now fix a pair {~,fl} of intersecting blocks and show that certain 'local' 
intersection numbers are independent of the choice of {~, E}. The main result of this 
section is Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 1. Let D = (P, B) be a non-symmetric NTR desion. Choose ~, fl ~ B such that 
[c~nfll =/~. We define: 
Ci := number of blocks 7 4: ct, fl: I c tn f lnT]  = vi, i = 1,2. 
Co l :=numbero fb locks~: lc tnT]=l f l c~71=# and I~nf l c~T]=0.  
Co2:= number of blocks 7: ]~nT]  =/ t ,  ] f in7]  = 0. 
Then the Ci's, Col and Coz are independent ofour choice of ~t and fl, and they are oiven as 
follows: 
_ /.t 2)(v3_ i 1) (/~ 1)(2 2)], i 1,2, (2.3) Ci vi(v3-i - v i )  [(r . . . . . .  
1 
Col = ~ [(k - kt)22 - (/~ - vO2q - (l~ - v2)2C1], (2.4) 
k -k t  
Co2 = 7 - ( r  - k - 2 +/ t ) .  (2.5) 
We will need the fol lowing lemmas for the proof  of Theorem 1. In the first two 
lemmas, we consider conf igurat ions of the form (~,/3, x) with ~,/3 e B and x ~ • n/3. 
Lemma 2. Let ~n/3= {Xa .. . . .  xu} and for i= 1,2 and j=  1 ..... It, let ci(xj) be 
the number of blocks 7v ~, /3  such that x j~o~n/3n7 and I~n/3nT[=vi .  Set 
t?i = (1//~)~1 <~j<~uci(x j), the average of ci(x) over x in ~t n ft. Then 
Civi 
6~=--  for i= l,2 (2.6) 
Cl(X~) + c2(xj) = r - 2 for j  = 1 . . . . .  kt. (2.7) 
Proof. If we count the number  of pairs (7, x) such that x e~n/3n  7 and 
I~ c~/3 c~ 71 -- vl then we have, for i = 1, 2, 
~= ~, q(xj)= qv~ 
l <~j<~lt 
whence (2.6) follows. Since ca(x j) + c2(x~) is equal to the number  of blocks incident 
with the point x j, other than ~ and/3, we have (2.7). [] 
Lemma 3. For i = 1, 2, the quantity ci(x) is independent of x and is given by 
1 
ci(x) = - -  [(r - 2)(va-i - 1) - (kt - 1)(2 - 2)], i = 1,2. (2.8) 
V3 - i - -  V i  
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Proof. Let x • ot c~/3. Count the number N of pairs (7, Y) where x • 7, 7 4: ot,/3, x # y, 
y • ot c~/3 c~ 7. We now obtain 
N = ~" c , (x ) (v ,  - 1) = (1~ - 1)(2 - 2). (2.9) 
i=1 ,2  
Subtracting v2 - 1 times Eq. (2.7) from Eq. (2.9) yields (2.8) for i = 1, and similarly we 
obtain (2.8) for i = 2. As the right-hand side of (2.8) is independent of x, we conclude 
that ci(x) is independent of x. [] 
In the next two lemmas we consider configurations of the form (ot,/3, x) for ot,/3 • B 
and x • ot\/3. 
Lemma 4. Let  x • ot\/3, and define 
di(x):= number of  blocks 7 # ot: x • 7 and lot n/3 n Yl = vi, 
dol(X):= number of  blocks y ~ ot: x • 7 and lot n/3 c~ 71 = 0, 
do2(X):= number of  blocks y # ot: x • 7 and lot n/3 n 71 = 0, 
Then 
r -k -2  
do2(X) -  + 1 
and the other quantities are related by 
dol(X) + do2(X) + dl(X) + d2(x) = r - 1, 
Vldl(X ) + v2d2(x ) =/ / ( / ] .  - 1). 
i=  1,2,  
I/3c~71 = ~,  




Note that substituting (2.10) into (2.11) yields together with (2.12), two independent 
linear equations in the unknowns dl(x), d2(x) and do~(X). Thus we cannot 
determine simply from these equations whether or not d l(x), d z(x) and do l(x) are 
independent of x. 
Proof  o f  Lemma 4. Counting blocks 7 other than ot which are incident with the point 
x we have (2.11). Next counting {(7,Y)IY •/3\ot, x,y  • 7}, we have 
(k - p)2 = dt(x)(p - Vl) + d2(x)(p - v2) + dol(x)p (2.13) 
and counting {(y,y)IyE otc~/3nT, {x,y} ~_ Y} yields (2.12). We note that counting 
{(7, Y} Ix # y • ot\/3, {x, y} G 7} gives no new information since we get an equation 
which can be derived from Eqs. (2.11)-(2.13). Subtracting ~ times (2.11) from the sum 
of(2.12) and (2.13) yields an equation involving only do2(X) which can be solved using 
(2.1) to give (2.10). [] 
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Question. For an arbitrary non-symmetric NTR design, are the di(x) and dol(X) 
independent of x? 
Although we have no answer to this question in general, we do know however, that 
for the designs AG(n, q) the di(x) and dot(X) are independent of x. This is because 
AG(n, q) has collineation group AFL  (n, q) which is transitive on sets of n + 1 points 
which are not contained in a hyperplane. For  a more detailed discussion of this, see 
e.g. [3] or [5]. We can however determine the average of these parameters over ~\fl, 
and this is sufficient for the proof  of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 5. Let  ~ and dos be the averages of  the ds(x) and dos(X) over x ~ ct\fl respectively 
for  i = 1, 2. Then di and doi are uniquely determined and are given by 
I~(11 - vi) 
dl = vi(k - #)(v3-i - vi)[(r - 2)(v3-i - i) - (/~ - 1)(2 - 2)] 
Ci (# - vs) 
i 
k - I~ 
dox = 1 [(k - /~)2  - dl(/~ - vl) - d2(# - v2)] = - -  
and of course, 
r -k -2  





+ 1 - Co2# for all x. (2.16) 
k - /~  
Proof. We have, for i = 1, 2, 
(k - /~)d i  = Y'd,(x) = Ci(p - v~) 
= number of pairs (7, x) such that x ~ ~t n y\fl, and [~ c~ f ln  y[ = vi 
where the summation is over x in ~\fl, whence 
= Ci(# - vi) (2.17) 
k -# 
where Ci is determined by Lemmas 2 and 3. Eq. (2.14) then follows by substituting for 
Ci in (2.17) using Eq. (2.6) and (2.8). 
Similarly for i = 1, 2 we have 
(k - #)doi = E doi(X) = Coi# 
= number of pairs (y,x) such that x e a n y \ f l  and  I~ n fl r~ ~'l = 0 
which gives part of Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). 
I f  we replace the ds(x) and do i (x) by their averages over x e ~\fl in Eq. (2.13) then we 
obtain the other part of Eq. (2.15). Finally from Lemma 4, we already have the other 
part of(2.16). []  
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Proof of Theorem 1. From Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) we obtain the expressions for Ci, i = 1, 2 
in Eq. (2.3). Similarly, using Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) we obtain Eq. (2.4). Finally, we 
obtain Eq. (2.5) from Eq. (2.16). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. [] 
3. Some examples of non-symmetric TR and NTR designs 
Example 1. All non-symmetric designs with 2 = 1 are TR with I~ = v = 1. 
Proof. Since 2--- 1, any 2 blocks either intersect in at most 1 point or not at all. 
Clearly, k/> 2. So, let s and fl be 2 distinct blocks of D which intersect in a point, say x. 
Choose a point other than x from each of a and fl, say y and z, respectively. Now, there 
exists a block ~ containing the points y and z. Thus, we have Is n f ln  ~1 = 0. Clearly, 
we also get Is c~ fl c~ 71 = 0 if we choose the blocks in such a way that 2 of them do not 
intersect at all. Obviously, r/> 3 and so there exist blocks s, fl,7 for which 
I~ n f in  71 = 1. Thus, for any 3 distinct blocks ~, fl, 7 of D we always have 
I~nf inT I  = {01 
andDisTR.  [] 
Example 2. All quasi-symmetric designs with and 2 = 2 are triply regular with v = 1 
and # >t 2. 
Proof. Suppose D is quasi-symmetric with 
,sc~fl, = {0/, /~>0. 
Since D is a 2-(v, k, 2) design, any 2 points are in exactly 2 blocks, whence /~ >/2. 
Furthermore, since D is a 2-(v, k, 2) design, there does not exist 7, a block of D distinct 
from s and fl such that [~ n f ln  ~] >~ 2. Thus, the only possible values for I • c~ fl n 7] 
are 0 and 1. Clearly, if we take s, fl to be 2 blocks which do not intersect then we get 
] s n f ln  7 ] = 0 for any block 7 :~ ~, ft. On the other hand, if we let ] s n fl L = #, then for 
every point in s c~ fl, there are r - 2 blocks other than a and fl which are incident with 
it. Hence, if we take ~ to be one of these/~(r - 2) blocks then we have ]an  f ln  ~] = 1. 
Therefore, D is TR. [] 
Example 3. I f  n > 2, then AG(n, q) is a non-symmetric NTR design with # = vl = q"- 2, 
and v2 = qn-a. Also AG(2, q) is a non-symmetric TR design with # = vx = v2 = I. 
Proof. We know that AG(n, q) has q" points, which is the number of points in an 
n-dimensional vector space over GF(q). Furthermore, ach block of AG(n, q) has q"- 
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points, the number of points in a hyperplane. Since PG(n, q) is self-dual, from [2] we 
know that PG(n, q) is a symmetric NTR design with 
q, - i  _ 1 
q -1  
and with triple block intersections containing either 
q,-1 _ 1 q.-2 _ 1 
or  
q-1  q -1  
points. We can obtain AG(n, q) from PG(n, q) by removing the points of a hyperplane 
of PG(n, q). This implies that in AG(n, q), the number of points in the intersection of 
any 2 blocks is either 
q.-X _ 1 qn-1  __ 1 
- -  - -0  
q-1  q - -1  
or  
q,- 1 _ 1 q.- 2 - -  1 -~. q"- 2. 
q - -1  q - -1  
Thus AG(n, q) is quasi-symmetric with p = q"-2. 
We get empty triple block intersections in AG(n, q) if at least two of the blocks do 
not intersect at all. It is also possible that the 3 blocks pairwise intersect in q"- 2 points 
and yet have empty triple block intersection. If ct n f ln  7 :~ 0, then as the group of 
affine transformations is transitive on vectors, we may assume that ~ n/3 n V contains 
the zero vector whence, ct, fl, V are all subspaces. Thus we can use Grassman's identity 
to obtain for n/> 3 that 
dim(~ n f ln  ~) = dim(~ n fl) + dim(fl ~ 7) - dim(~t c~ fl + f ln  7) 
{:_1 
=n-2+n-2  - 2 
=n-2orn -3 .  
Thus, for n/> 3, for any three distinct blocks e, fl,7 in AG(n,q) we have that 
0, 
I~n/~nTI = q.-2, 
q. -  3 
If n = 2, then 
'0tnf lnTI  = {~ 
and so AG(2, q) is a TR design. [] 
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A Hadamard 2-design is a symmetric design with parameters v = 4n-  1, 
k = 2n - 1, 2 = n - I for some integer n (greater than 1) called its order. A Hadamard  
2-design is uniquely extendible to a 3-design I-3, pp. 76, 113] with v = 4n, k = 2n, and 
each triple of points in n - 1 blocks which is called a Hadamard 3-desion of order n. 
The authors are indebted to Prof. N. Ito for bringing to their attention the following 
example. It is interesting to note that this is the Hadamard  3-design of order 3 which is 
the extension of the symmetric NTR Hadamard  2-(11, 5, 2) design. 
Example 4. Let D = (P,B) where P = {0,1 . . . . .  11} and B = {~1 . . . . .  ~22} is given as 
follows: 
~1 = {0,1,2,3,7,10} ~12 = {1,2,3,5,6,8} 
~z = {0, 1,2,6,9, 11} ~3 = {1,2,4,5,7,11} 
ct3 = {0, 1, 3,4, 5,9} ~,  = {1,2,4,8,9, 10} 
~4 = {0, 1,4,6,7,8} ~s  = {1,3,4,6, 10, 11} 
~5 = {0, 1,5,8, 10, 11} ~16 = {1,3,7,8,9, 11} 
~6 = {0,2,3,4,8,11} ct17 = {1,5,6,7,9,10} 
~7 = {0,3,5,6,7, 11} cqs = {2,3,4,6,7,9} 
~s = {0,2,5,7,8,9} ~19 = {2,3,5,9, 10, 11} 
0~ 9 = {0,3,5,6,7,11} ~20 = {2,6,7,8,10,11} 
~0 = {0,3,6,8,9, 10} ~2~ = {3,4,5,7,8, 10} 
~ ={0,4,7,9 ,10,11} ~t2z={4,5,6,8,9,11 }. 
It is straightforward to check that D is a non-symmetric NTR design with para- 
meters v=12,  b=22,  r= l l ,  k=6,2=5, /~=3,  v l=2andv2=l .  
4. Characterization of AG(3, q) as an NTR design 
Let D = (P, B) be a 2-design where P and B denote the sets of points and blocks, 
respectively. Let a and b be 2 distinct points of P. Then the line determined by points 
a and b, denoted L(a,b) is the intersection of all the blocks at E B such that a and 
b belong to ct. Any subset of points of L(a, b) is called collinear. A design is said to be 
smooth if any 3 non-coll inear points are contained in equally many blocks. 
Lemma 6. Let D = (P, B) be a non-symmetric NTR desion with v2 = 1 and la = vl >>. 2. 
Then all lines of D have size p, v >1 (k - /~)2  + p and any 3 points of D lie in 0, 1 or 
2 blocks. Moreover, D is smooth if and only i fv  = (k - ~)). + p. 
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Proof. Let x,y E P. Choose cr,p to be 2 distinct blocks such that {x, y} E a n /?. Now, 
let y be any other block distinct from a and p which contains the points x and y. Then 
Ia n /I n yJ 2 2 and so, Ia n /I n yI = v1 = p. Since y is arbitrary, the line determined 
by x and y, denoted 
L(x,y)= n y=anfl. 
X.YEY 
For z E L(x, Y)\{x, Y} (‘f 1 such a z exists), the set {x, y, z} lies precisely in the II blocks 
containing x and y. Moreover, the union of the set of blocks containing x and 
y contains exactly p + (k - ~)1 points, whence u 2 p + (k - ~)1. For any z # L(x, y), 
there is 0 or 1 block containing x, y and z. This is because if there are 2 blocks, say a’ 
and p’, which contain x, y and z then a’ n j?’ = L(x, y) and so, z E L(x, y) which is 
a contradiction. Thus three points of D lie in 0,l or 1 blocks. 
Now the design D is smooth if and only if every z $ L(x, y) lies in exactly one block 
with x and y. In other words, if aI, . . . , aA are the A blocks which contain x and y, then 
D is smooth if an only if there are no points of D outside ai u ... u aI. And, since 
~1 = vl, distinct ai intersect only in L(x, y). It follows that D is smooth if and only if 
u-p=((k-p)&thatis,u=kA-p1+p. 0 
A parallelism is a partition of the blocks into classes uch that the points of D and 
the blocks of any given class form a 1-(u, k, 1) design. We say that 2 blocks a, /I are 
parallel, denoted by a 11 b, if and only if they belong to the same block class. In terms of 
incidence, we have if a 11 fi then either a = /? or a n B = 8. 
An afine design is a design D with a (necessarily unique) parallelism satisfying the 
following condition: there exists an integer ~1 such that if a is not parallel to /?, then 
Ian/?l=~forany2blocksa,/?ED. 
We will also need the following theorem of Dembowski. 
Theorem (Dembowski [3]). Let D be a design with a parallelism with m > 2, where 
u = pm’. Then D is smooth and afJine if and only if D is isomorphic to the system of points 
and hyperplanes of a (not necessarily Desarguesian) ajfine geometry. 
We are now ready to prove our main theorem: 
Theorem 2. Let D = (P, B) be a non-symmetric NTR 2-(q3, q2, q + 1) design with v2 = 1 
and p = v1 = q > 2. Then D is the design of points and planes of AG(3, q). 
Proof. Since D is a 2-(q3,q2,q + 1) design, if we use r(k - 1) = ,l(u - 1) and bk = ur, 
then we find that r = q2 + q + 1 and b = q(q2 + q + 1). Using Lemma 1, we obtain 
P = 4. 
Claim. D has a parallelism. 
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Proof. For  fixed ~teB, let B(at) be the set of blocks B(ot )={f leB l [3=ot  or 
I~ c~ fll = 0}. The set of distinct classes B(ct) will form a parallelism for D if the 
following three properties hold. 
(i) Each class contains q blocks. 
(ii) Each point lies on a unique block from each class. 
(iii) The classes partit ion the set of blocks of D. 
(i) Let a be the number of blocks fl such that I~n/~l=~. Counting 
{(fl, x)lL~t n fll =/~, x ect ni l} then we get a/l = k(r - 1). Thus, we have 
k(r - 1) a = - -  - q2(q + 1). 
It 
Hence, IB(ct)l = 1 + I{fl e BI~ n f l  = 0}1 = b - a = (q3 + q2 + q) _ (q3 + q2) = q. 
(ii) Now, let x¢  ~ and let rx be the number of blocks 7 for which x e 1' and 
r~ 7 4: 0. Then counting S = {(7,Y)lX e 7, Y e ~ n 7}, we get rx/~ = k2 and so 
k2 q2(q + 1) q2 4- q. 
r x - -  - -  I 
k t q 
Hence, we have r~ = q2 d- q of the r = q2 4- q + 1 blocks on x meeting ~t in/a = q points. 
This leaves exactly one block containing x and disjoint from ct. Therefore, every x ¢ct 
lies on a unique block disjoint from ~t. Thus, each class B(0t) partitions the points of D. 
(iii) To prove that the classes B(~) partit ion the blocks of D, we have to show that, if 
B(~) n B(fl) 4: 0, then B(~) = B(fl). For this, it is sutficient to show that whenever 
fl e B(ct) then B(~) = B(fl). Clearly, the statement holds when fl = ~. So, assume fl 4: ~. 
Now, let 7 e B(~). We shall show that 7 e B(fl). This is true if 7 = fl, so assume that 
7 4: ft. If 7 = ct, then 7 n fl = ~ n fl = 0. Thus, 7 e B(fl). So, we now assume 7 4= ~. If 
x e 7, then by part (ii), 7 is the unique block of B(ct) containing x. Hence, x ~ ft. Thus, 
flc~7 = 0 and 7e  B(fl). This implies B(ct)~ B(fl). Since by part (i), we have 
I B(ct)l = I B(fl)l, we then conclude that B(~t) = B(fl). Therefore, the classes B(ct) parti- 
tion the blocks of D. 
Thus, D has a parallelism and this completes the proof of the claim. [] 
Note that the number of parallel classes is 
b 
[B(~) j=q2+q+ 1 >2.  
Now, since D is NTR,  it is quasi-symmetric. Hence, if two blocks, say ~ and fl, 
belong to different classes, then [~ n fl[ = p = q. Therefore, D is affine. Moreover, since 
D has v = (k - #)2 + p, then we know from Lemma 6 that D is smooth. 
By Dembowski 's  theorem given earlier, we know that D is an affine geometry. Since 
D has dimension i> 3 (see [-3. pp. 24, 25] for definition of dimension) it follows from [3, 
pp. 27, 28, Nos. 1,5] that D is AG(n, qo) for some n ~> 3, and prime power qo. 
Compar ing the parameters of D and AG(n, qo) shows that D = AG(3, q). 
This completes the proof  of Theorem 2. [] 
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